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Bayes Estimation in Linear Models: 
A Coordinate-Free Approach 
STANISLAW GNOT 
Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy, 
Polish Academy of Sciences, Wrociaw, Poland 
Communicated by A. Cohen 
The unified theory of Bayes estimation in linear models is presented, using a 
coordinate-free approach. The results are applied to the problem of linear and 
quadratic estimation in linear regression model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are numerous publications concerning the estimation in linear 
models. Most of them deal with the problem of unbiased estimation, though 
recently several papers on the problem of biased estimation with respect to 
quadratic loss have appeared. Usually the general linear regression model 
Ey = X,, Cov y = CT=, cri Vi, or its particular cases are taken into account, 
for which the problems of linear estimation of j3 and quadratic estimation of 
variance components cr,, cZ ,..., ok are considered separately. Since generally 
uniformly best estimator does not exist, the authors describe classes of 
estimators rather, then a single estimator. 
In order to estimate p, ridge estimators (Hoe1 and Kennard [5,6]), 
shrunken estimators (Mayer and Willke [ 12 1) and Bayes homogenous linear 
estimators (Rao [ 14, 151) have been proposed. As established by Rao [ 151, 
ail these classes of biased estimators are contained in the general class of 
Bayes linear estimators. It is well known that if the Bayes estimator is 
uniquely defined, then it is admissible. The full characterization of the 
admissible estimators for 0 in the model Ey = 19, Cov y = a*V, where V is a 
known positive definite matrix, has been given by Rao [ 151. He has also 
found an important relationship between the Bayes and the admissible linear 
estimators for 6. An interesting result which characterizes the admissible 
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linear unbiased estimator for the general linear model has been obtained by 
Olsen, Seely and Birkes [ 131. They applied this result to quadratic unbiased 
estimators which are invariant under the natural group of translations 
( g: y + y + Xp}. Using the fact that invariant quadratics in normal random 
variables follow linear models in the variance components, Olsen et al. have 
given a tractable characterization for the admissible invariant quadratic 
unbiased estimators for a normally distributed mixed model with two 
variance components. LaMotte [ 1 l] adapted the result to the case of 
estimation without unbiasedness condition and showed that no invariant 
quadratic in a normal random model is an admissible estimator of its 
expected value. In fact LaMotte as well as Olsen et al. obtained their results 
via Bayes estimators, although they formulated the theorems using other ter- 
minology. 
This modest review of recent results already indicates that the Bayes 
approach is a useful and efficient tool in the problem of estimation in linear 
models, especially in establishing the admissibility of estimators. 
The aim of this paper is to present in the most general way, a unified 
theory of Bayes estimation in linear models, using a coordinate-free 
approach. The theory is also distribution-free in the sense that it depends 
only on the assumption upon moments. The approach makes possible 
simultaneous application of the results to the problem of linear and quadratic 
estimation, with or without unbiasedness condition. Better justification of the 
accepted assumptions and deeper interpretation of the obtained results are 
possible with this setup. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
To explain the nature of our problem we shall start from the classical 
linear regression model. Let y be an n-dimensional random vector with the 
expectation Ey = Xp and the covariance matrix V(a) = Cf=, cri Vi, where /I 
is a p-vector of unknown parameters, c = (a,, CJ~,..., uk)’ is an unknown 
vector of variance components. The matrices X, I’, , VZ ,..., V, are assumed to 
be known. Suppose we are interested in the estimation of Ey by linear 
transformations Ty, where T belongs to the class g” of all n X n-matrices. To 
compare the estimators the total mean squared error (TMSE) is usually used 
TMSE@, a) = tr [ TV(u) T’ + (Z - T) XpP’X’(Z - T)‘]. (2.1) 
Since generally there is no T that minimizes uniformly TMSE in the class 
gn’,, all we can do is to seek T with minimum TMSE at a fixed point @I,,, a,) 
(such Ty is called locally best at &,, u,,)), or more generally with the 
minimum average TMSE. This average is over /I, u. Let r be a prior 
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distribution of /?, u such that there exist E, V(o) = S and E&l’ = @. The 
Bayes risk of Ty as the expectation of (2.1) with respect to 5 depends on S 
and @ only and is 
r,(S,X@X’)=tr[TST’+ (Z- T)X@X’(Z- T)‘]. (2.2) 
Estimator Ty with the minimum r is called a Bayes linear estimator with 
respect to t, or simply best at (S, @). It is well known (see Rao [ 141 or 
LaMotte [lo]) that (2.2) attains the minimum in gn at To iff 
T,,(S + X@X’) = X@X’. 
In several situations it appears that we are interested in minimizing (2.2) 
not in the whole set gn but in some proper subset K0 of gn only. It is so, for 
example, if the unbiased estimation is taken into account. Note that Ty is 
unbiased for X/3 iff 9 {(Z - T)‘} c-&‘-(X’), where for any matrix A symbols 
.%!(A) and ,&“(A) denote the range (column space) and the null of A, respec- 
tively. Now from (2.2) we find thar the minimum of r,.(S, X9X’) over 7 
such that Ty is unbiased for X/? is equal to the minimum of r,.(X@X’, S) 
over T, = Z - T such that .%(T&) c, Y‘(X’). In consequence, Ty is the Bayes 
unbiased estimator for X/? iff T = Z - T* and T* minimizes r,(X@X’, S) in 
the subset & of gn defined by K* = { T E gn, .9( T’) c I ,f -(X’)}. 
Another example in which the problem of minimization of rT in some 
subclass of estimators is considered concerns the estimation of variance 
components cr,, o2 ,..., uk by quadratic forms y’Ay. Natural subclasses here 
are estimators whose moments are independent from /?. The subclasses can 
be equivalently defined by the invariance condition y’Ay = 
(y + X/3)’ A( y + Xp), for all /? E RP. Actually many estimators proposed in 
the literature are invariant in this sense. Generally the problem of invariant 
quadratic estimation of variance components can be formulated as follows. 
Consider the random matrix z = yy’ taking values in the linear space gn 
endowed with the trace inner product [A, B] = tr Al?‘. We are interested in 
the Bayes estimation of 0 by Tz, where T maps Kn into Rk and satisfies the 
invariance condition 
Tz=Tyy’=T(y+XP)(y+XP)’ for all p E RP. (2.3) 
It follows from Corollary 3.1 that if T,z is the Bayes estimator in the above- 
described class of estimators, then for eachfE Rk the form y/T;(f) y is the 
Bayes invariant quadratic estimator for Cf=, Joi. Condition (2.3) can also 
be given in the following way: T E go = {T E gn, .9(T’) c 9(M 0 M)}, 
where M is the orthogonal projector on J’(F), while M@ M is the linear 
operator defined on gn by (M @ M)A = MAM. 
Though the two examples concern two different problem of estimation, the 
problems and many others can be solved by a single argument if we use the 
following formal framework. Let 9 = {P,.,: 8 E 0, w E a} be a family of 
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probability distributions of a random vector z taking values in a finite- 
dimensional vector space (f.d.v.s.) ;;Y; endowed with an inner product [ ., + ] r . 
Assume that for each P E 9 there exist E,z = L(6, o) and Cov, z = Z(0, w) 
where L and C are known functions of an unknown vector 8 and an 
unknown vector o of nuisance parameters. Denote 0, = span{& 0 E 0). Let 
.J?; be an arbitrary f.d.v.s. endowed with an inner product [a, .12. For a linear 
operator F mapping 0, into ;V, the problem is to estimate FO in a given 
subclass ,Y; of linear transformations Tz, where T maps &’ into ~57~. We 
shall use the quadratic loss ]] Tz - FBIIj!, = [H(Tz -Fe), Tz -FBI,, with a 
nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) H mapping ,Zi into itself. The following 
notations are used throughout the paper. For i, j = 1,2, qj denotes the linear 
space of linear operators mapping A into LZ,y, endowed with the usually 
trace inner product (a, e)ij, generated by [ ., a], and [ ., .12. We shall omit the 
indexes i, j if this will cause no confusion. If T is from Gj and ,& is a subset 
of ,YY;, then T(d) is used to denote the set {Ta: a E &‘). In particular for 
,&’ = .Zj, T(3’J is the image of T and is denoted by 9?(T). The symbol 
. P‘(T) denotes the null space of T, i.e., the linear space of vectors x E&, for 
which TX = 0, and T’ is the adjoint operator to T. For a E ,Z1 and b E -;F;. the 
linear operator b 0 a in qj is defined for each c E J by (b @ a)c = [a, cli b. 
In particular if a E R” and b E R’, b @ a is simply the matrix ba’. 
Under these notations the total mean squared error of Tz, T E 5r z, takes 
the form 
TMSE,(B, w) = (H, TZ(B, w) T’) + (H, TL(6, w) $$ L(B, w) T’) 
- 2(H, F6’0 L(O, o) T’) + (H, F8 0 OF’). (2.4) 
Let us consider a prior distribution r on 0 x a, and assume that there 
exist E,Z(O, w) = S, E,L(B, w) 0 L(B, o) = B, E,B 0 L(l3, w) = D and 
E, B 0 13 = Q. It can be easy deduced from (2.4) that the Bayes risk of Tz 
with respect to r is 
r&l F, H} = (H, T(S + B) T’) - 2(H, FDT’) + (H, FQF’). (2.5) 
The subject of our study is the Bayes estimation of FB in a subclass .$,, of 
linear estimators defined by g0 = {Tz: TE go}, where g0 = {TE ql: 
.%?(T’) c&}, while X0 is a given subspace of .X, . In Section 3 we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for Tz to be the Bayes estimator of Ftl in 
.YO under very general assumptions. Various modifications of these conditions 
are presented in Section 4 when additional restrictions concerning the model 
and the prior distributions are imposed. 
As it was indicated before, the problem of the Bayes unbiased linear 
estimation of Xp and the Bayes invariant quadratic estimation of variance 
components in linear regression model can be formulated in this way. 
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Another area in which this approach can be applied is the Bayes unbiased 
invariant quadratic estimation of u. We give straightforward solutions of the 
above problems using the coordinate-free theory. Some of the solutions were 
obtained before in a different laborious way and can be found in the 
literature [2, 7-10, 151. 
Some algebraic results related to the problem of minimization of the Bayes 
risk, used throught the paper, are recalled in the Appendix. 
3. BAYES ESTIMATION IN .3; 
The following theorem extends Theorem 2.1 in [ 111 to the case of 
estimation in ,VO. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K E 6, be such that .R(K’) =.&. Then 
(i) there exists T E & such that T(S + B) K’ = FDK’, 
(ii) the estimator T,z with T,, E gO is Bayesian for FO in .YO with 
respect to t, for each n.n.d. HE gzI lfl T,,(S + B) K’ = FDK’, 
(iii) the Bayes risk ofT,z is rT,(5 \ F, H} = (H, FQF’) - (H, FDT;). 
To prove (i) and (ii) we proceed as follows. First note that K0 = 
{ WK: WE qT;}, i.e., for each T E g0 there exists WE K,12 such that 
T= WK. Moreover, rr=wx{tlF,H}=(H, WK(S+B)K’W’)- 
2(H, FDK’ W’) + (H, FQF’). Putting C = K(S + B) K’, E = FDK’ and 
taking into account that %(D’) c.%‘(B), we find that .9(E’) c .9’(C). 
Therefore, the assumption of Lemma A2 is fulfilled. Since rr(t ( F, I} = 
t( W 1 C, E} + (I, FQF’), it follows from Lemmas Al and A2 in the 
Appendix that there exists WE K,12 such that WK(S + B) K’ = FDK’ and 
that for each n.n.d. HE K12 the minimum of rr is attained at T,, = W,,K iff 
W,,K(S + B) K’ = FDK’. Thus (i) and (ii) are established. The statement 
(iii) is easy to check. 
Two problems that can be important from a practical point of view are: 
(a) The Bayes estimation of parametric function [a, FO] in the class of 
estimators g, = {[b, z]: b E .J?,,}, with respect to quadratic loss ([b, z] - 
[a, FW2. 
(b) The Bayes unbiased estimation of F8 when 6 is the expected 
vector of z. 
We shall show in details how the above problems can be formulated and 
solved in the general setup. In order to estimate [a, HI] in go note that for 
each a E.X; such that a # 0, we have .W, = (T’a: T E @$b), and for 
H = a 0 a the function rT(t / F, H} is the Bayes risk of [ T’a, z] for 
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estimation of [a, Fe] when the quadratic loss is used. From Lemmas Al and 
A2 we infer that in the problem of the Bayes estimation of [a, FB] we can 
confine our attention to the Bayes estimation of FB. This formally states the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let FA8 = T,z be the Bayes estimator for FB in <To. 
Then for each a E .;yZ estimator [a, Fq] = [ Tha, z] is Bayesian for [a, FB] in 
go. 
Below we give another condition for [b, z] to be the Bayes estimator for 
[a, FB] in go. It follows directly from Theorem 3.l(ii), by substituting 
Tb = b’, Fa = a’F, (more precisely Tb and F, transform into R as follows: 
Tbz= [b,z], F,e= [a,FB]). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let a E.&. Then [b, z] is the Bayes estimator for 
[a, Fe] in g, zfl K(S + B) b = KD’F’a. 
The problem of the Bayes unbiased estimation of FB in ,Yo when 8 is the 
expected vector of z requires more detailed considerations. In this case we 
have L(8, w) = B and 0, c.77,. Let F be a given operator in g,*. Estimator 
Tz is unbiased for F0 in ,g iff TERc=6’-‘ngo,, where F’=(TEq*, 
~ #‘-(T-F) 1 O,}. The function F6’ is called .Yi-estimable if Ki is nonempty. 
It can be verified that Ff? is .Vo-estimable iff *N”(F) 3 0, f-M,+, where .?Yt 
denotes the orthogonal complement of .W, to .;V, . Moreover, if F is such that 
C(F)3 O,fYY~, then for each F, E Fc we have F, 6’= FB. Hence, 
without loss of generality we can restrict our considerations to the .X0- 
estimable function FB for which F E go. To find T that minimizes 
r,(tIF,H)in~~,notefirstthatTE/“~iffF--TE~=(TE~,,,:.I‘(T)~ 
0, + .8 i}. Here symbol “t” denotes the algebraic sum. Since D = B, we 
find from (2.5) that rr{r 1 F, H) = (H, TST’) + (H, (F - T) B(F - T)‘), and 
T minimizes rT(t 1 F, H} in Kc iff T, = F - T minimizes (H, TBT’) + 
(H, (F - 7’) S(F - T)‘) in the class K* which is equal to (TE q,,: 
.9?(r) c.fl*} with .?Y* = O,i n.Zo. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that this 
minimum is attained at T, E K* such that T,(S + B) K; = FDK&, where 
.K(K!+.) =.9+. The obvious condition 9(B) c 0, implies T, BK& = 0. 
From the above we obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let FE go be such that Fe is .Vi-estimable function. Then 
Tz is the Bayes unbiased linear estimator for F8 in & ~fl T = F - T* , where 
T, E & and T, SK; = FSK; . 
By routine algebraic calculations it can be verified that a possible choice 
of T is T = Fz, where 7c projects on 0, + 30 along S(O,i fVYo). In the 
particular case .W; =.;V;, i.e., when we estimate in the class of all unbiased 
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estimators, rr projects on 0, along S(&), and rrz is the well-known Gauss- 
Markov estimator at Cov z = o*S. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. We shall now apply the obtained results to the Bayes 
estimation of variance components for the linear regression model Ey = Xfi, 
Cov y = V(O) = C:= I ui Vi. We assume that y is normally distributed. Under 
this assumption the expectation and the covariance operator of z = yy’ are 
Ez = L(o, /3) = V(o) + X,!?/l’X’, 
cov z = 1 (a, p> = 2 [ V(a) @ V(a) + xppx 0 V(u) + V(0) 0 Xpp’X’ 1, 
Here for any A, B E gn, the symbol A @ B denotes the linear operator on gti 
defined by (4 @ B) C = ACB’. The following two problems are of our 
interest: 
(a) The Bayes estimation of u in the class of linear transformations Tz 
for which the condition (2.3) of invariance is fulfilled. 
(b) The Bayes estimation of y = C:=I hui in the class of invariant 
quadratic forms y’Ay. 
Let r be a prior distribution of /I, u such that there exist U = E,uu’, 
@ = E&II’. Since V is linear operator mapping Rk into Kn as follows: V(u) = 
C”= 1 ui Vi, hence E, V(O) @ V(u) = VUV’. Moreover, for T, K such that 
9(T’) c 9(M @ 44) and 9(K’) = .%?(M @ M) the following equalities 
hold: DK’ = UV’K’, TBK’ = TVUV’K’ and TSK’ = TS,K’, where S, = 
2 ci Cj uij Vi @ vi, while U = {uij). According to Theorem 3.1, T,,z is the 
Bayes estimator for u in <YO iff 
To& + VUV’) K’ = UV’K’. (3.1) 
By Corollary 3.2 the quadratic form A,, z = y’A,y is Bayes invariant 
estimator for f’u iff A, E 9(M @ M) and 
K(S, + VUV’) A, = KD’f (3.2) 
Now using DK’ = UV’K’ we find that (3.2) is equivalent to 
KVU[f- V’(&,)]=KS,A,, where V’(A,,)=(~~,f,,...,f,)’ and$=trA,yi. 
Moreover, U[f- V’(A,)] = (a,, a2 ,..., Us)‘, where U, = Cj”=, U,(f; -4). 
Hence from the above y’A, y is the Bayes invariant quadratic estimator for 
f ‘u iff A, E .%?(M @ M) and 
-+ aiK(Vi) = 2 5 5 uijK(ViA, vi). 
iY1 i=l j=l 
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If K = IV @ M is chosen, then by equality A, = MA,M the above condition 
becomes 
k k k 
It is equivalent to that obtained by Kleffe [7] if we note that 
~d~,~~~h4A~MVj=~i ZiA~Zi, where Zi=Cj pijMVjM, P= (pii}, 
In general, it is difficult to find from (3.3) an explicit formula for A,. 
However, for the balanced random one-way model this has been done by 
Kleffe [7]. For the unbalanced model the Bayes quadratic invariant 
estimators have been presented by LaMotte [9]. His formulas have been 
given in terms of eigenvalues of matrices. The explicit formulas for Bayes 
invariant quadratic estimators in the general mixed model with two variance 
components have been recently found by Gnot and Kleffe 131. 
4. BAYES ESTIMATION UNDER SOME ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Further results concerning Bayes estimation of FB in ,Y; are obtained 
under additional assumptions on the linear model and on the prior 
distribution r. First we assume that 2 (0, w) and r are such that S is positive 
definite. Then the Bayes estimator T,,z is uniquely defined and can be 
presented in the form given by the following lemma which is implied by 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K, be the projector on S(3J along X0’. Then T,,z is 
the Bayes estimator for Fe in ,YO lfl 
TO = FDK;(S + K, BK;) - ‘. (4.1) 
We shall utilize this lemma to get some simplification of the formula for 
the Bayes estimators. Write B = N + I@ I, where N = Cov, L(O, o) and 
l=E,L(B,w).ThenK,BK~=K,NK~+K,10K,l.DenoteS,=S+K,NK~ 
and R = K,,lG S;‘K,l. We find from (4.1) that TO = FDK;S;‘(I + R)-‘. 
Since KLS;’ = S;‘K, and R2 = k2R with k2 = [S;‘K,l, 11, we have TO = 
FDSF’K,, - [l/(1 + k2)] FDS;‘K,R and the formula for T,z is 
T,,z = FDS;‘K,[z -d(z)/], (4.2) 
where d(z) = [S;‘K,l; z]/(l + [S;‘K,,l, 11). 
It is interesting to note that d(z) is the Bayes linear estimator in g, for the 
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function identically equal to 1. The value 1 in (4.2) instead of d(z) leads to 
the nonlinear estimator 
T, z = FDS; ‘K,(z - 1), 
which is Bayesian for F8 in the class { Tz + a, T E gn, a E 3; }. 
(4.3) 
Remark 4.1. If the expected vector Ez is estimated, then F = I, D = B, 
and formula (4.2) reduces to T,z = NS; ‘K,[z - d(z)/] + d(z)& while (4.3) 
becomes T, z = NS ; ‘K,,(z - E) + 1. 
Remark 4.2, If r is concentrated at a fixed point (8,, w,J, then the Bayes 
estimator with respect to r is simply a locally best at (e,,, CL+,). For such r we 
have N=O, B=l,&Z,, where I,=L(f?,,o,), and S,=‘&=~(BO,wo). It 
follows from (4.2) that the locally best estimator at (0,, wO) is T,z = 
d,,(z) Fe,, with d,(z) = [Co ’ K,l,, z]/( 1 + [C; ’ K,Z,, Z,]), i.e., it is propor- 
tional to the value of estimated function F at 8,. 
Remark 4.3. Denote A = BK;S-‘. For the prior distribution considered 
in Remark 4.2 A = 1, 0 2; ’ K,l, and 
A2 = a*11, (4.4) 
where A* = [xi ‘K,,l,, &,I. Generally this condition is satisfied if r is such 
that A, = (l/n’)A projects on some subspace c!!$ c span{E,z: P E 9) along 
a space g0 that contains Xi. In the following we shall assume in addition 
that the prior distribution t is such that (4.4) holds. It follows from (4.1) that 
T,K, = T,, and T,,(S + BKA) = FDK;. By (4.4) we find that 
T,z = FDK;S-‘(z - [l/(1 + A’)] AZ). (4.5) 
In particular, when the expected vector Ez is estimated, then (4.5) reduces to 
T,z = [A’,‘(1 + A’)] A, z. Finally note that in the case Z0 =.;V, the prior 
distribution r can be chosen such that A,z is the Gauss-Markov estimator 
for Ez at a*S. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We continue the considerations on the Bayes invariant 
estimation of variance components in the linear regression model, origined in 
Example 3.2. Here we restrict our considerations to prior distributions for 
which condition (4.4) is satisfied. For technical reasons it is convenient to 
estimate the linear function V(cr) = Cf= , cri Vi instead of fs. For the same 
reason as in Example 3.2 we can substitute S, for S. Putting F = V, we find 
from (4.5) that the Bayes invariant estimator for V(a) is T,z = 
[A’/(1 + A’)] A,z, where A,, = (l/1*)/1, while A = VUV’KhS,‘. It follows 
that T,z is the same as for estimation of Ez. To find a representation of A,, 
consider a set of IZ x n-matrices (IV,, W, ,..., W,}, s < k, such that 
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tr S; ‘K,( WJ W, = 6,, span{ W, , W,,..., W,} = s( VW’). It can be easily 
checked that A,, = xi=, Wi 0 S;‘K,-,(Wi) and T,z = (A*/(1 + A’)] 
CT= 1 wi(z) Wi, where wi(z) = y’s; ‘K,( Wi) y. 
For 7 concentrated at (crO, /I,,) we get further simplifications of the formula 
for T,z. In this case WY = V(aO) 0 V(a,), S, = (l/2) V(o,) @ V(o,) and 
K, = (I - I-0) 0 (I - To), where r, = X[X’ V- ‘(uJX] + X’ V- ‘(cO) is the 
projector on 5?(X) along V(aJ{J’(X’)}. It can be checked that 
S,‘K,[ V(q))] = (1/2)[ V-*(0,) - v-‘(a,) I-,] = (1/2)[MV(u,)M] + 
= (l/2) V(u,) 0 [MV(u,)M] + * 
The locally best invariant estimator for V(u) at (uO, p,) is T,,z = d,(y) V(u,), 
where d,(y) =JJ’[MV(U~)M]+~/(~ + tr M). 
Let us note that the problem of locally best estimation of variance 
components in various classes of estimators, for this linear regression model, 
has been extensively studied by LaMotte [8]. Some supplementary results 
can be found in [2]. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
Remark 5.1. In this paper we have restricted our considerations to 
proper prior distributions, for which assumptions have been made about 
moments. However, it occurs that an admissible estimator results from use of 
a special nature prior distribution that contradicts these assumptions. For 
example, in the linear regression model Ev = X/3, Cov y = u*I, u* > 0, the 
often used least-squares estimator X(.%7X)-’ X’y for Xp is admissible among 
all linear estimators and may be viewed as the limiting Bayes estimator when 
the matrix ,?$b’ increases in a sense to infinity (see LaMotte [lo]). For the 
mixed model with two variance components, Cov y = cr,l + u2 V, u, > 0, 
u2 > 0, Olsen et al. [ 131 have found the class of admissible invariant 
quadratic unbiased estimators for an arbitrary parametric function 
f*u, +fiuz* This class coincides with the Bayes estimators corresponding to 
the proper prior distributions and the limiting Bayes estimator when Eu, 
tends to infinity. 
These two examples show that we can lose admissible estimators by 
restriction to the proper prior distributions. This inconvenience can be 
overcome sometimes by using in Theorem 3.l(ii) matrices S and B that do 
not correspond to any proper distribution but are appropriate limits of such 
matrices. In particular, for the considered examples the least-squares 
estimator can be presented as Ty, where T satisfies the general condition for 
Bayes estimator T(S + X@X’) = X@X’ with S = 0 (Eu* = 0). The limiting 
unbiased Bayes estimator for f, u, +fi u2 in the mixed model can be viewed 
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from the formula for the Bayes estimators by substituting (O,O, 1) for 
(Euf , Eu, CT*, Eo;). 
The problem of how to extend the class of the Bayes estimators to get all 
admissible estimators in linear models has been studied in [ 10, 11, 13, 15 1. 
Remark 5.2. It may be noted that we have considered linear estimators 
only (quadratic form y’Ay has been treated as the linear function [A, z]). It 
is clear that if we admit nonlinear estimators, linear estimators may become 
inadmissible. For example, in the balanced one-way random effect model, the 
best unbiased estimator of the between variance component takes on negative 
values with positive probability, and as a consequence such an estimator 
cannot be admissible in the class of all estimators (it is inadmissible even in 
the class of invariant quadratic estimators, as it is established in Theorem 2.3 
in [ 11 I). The problem of nonlinear estimation is however beyond the scope 
of this paper. For an interesting discussion on the Bayes inference about 
variance components in the one-way model without restriction to quadratic 
estimators see Hill [4]. 
APPENDIX 
We shall recall some algebraic results related to the problem of 
minimization of the Bayes risk r. The results are given by two lemmas. The 
first one is an adoption of Lemma 3.1 in Rao [ 151 (citing Shinozaki) to the 
problem of the Bayes estimation in the subclass ,YO, The second lemma is an 
obvious modification of formula 4.3 in [ 151 (see also LaMotte [ 11, 
Theorem 2.11). 
LEMMA Al. If TO E gO minimizes rr{ r 1 F, Z} in KO, then it also 
minimizes rr{t 1 F, H} in gO for each n.n.d. HE &. 
A note on the proof: Following Rao [ 151 we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that the largest eigenvalue of H is not greater than 1. In such a 
case Z - H is also n.n.d. The lemma results easily from the fact that if H and 
I - H are n.n.d. in @&, then for every TO, T, E K0 and T, = TO + H( T, - T,,) 
we have rT,{51 F,I} ( rrO{rl F,I}, provided rr,(r] F, H} < rr,{r( F, H}. 
LEMMA A2. Let C E g,, and E E g,;z be operators such that C is n.n.d. 
and .W(E’) c 9(C). Consider a real function t on f%-,;z defined by 
t( WI C, E} = (I, WCW’) - 2(1, EW’). Then 
(i) there exists W in g,;z so that WC = E, 
(ii) t attains the minimum in f& at W, isf W,C = E. 
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The first part of the lemma follows from the assumption .W(E’) c .3’(C). 
For the second one, the proof of LaMotte (Theorem 2.1 in [ 11 I), with a 
simple modification, can be used. 
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